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1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .Let p be a prime, O, m a complete local Noetherian Zr p -algebra,
and m the pnth Frobenius power of m , i.e., the ideal of O generated byn
p n  .all a with a g m. By e O we denote the length of Orm . Then n
 .function h : n ¬ e O is called the Hilbert]Kunz function of O.n
w x  . anBy a result of Monsky 11, Theorem 1.8 , it is known that e O s cpn
q D where a is the Krull dimension of O, c a positive real constant, andn
 ay1.n. w xD s O p . In the same paper, Monsky 11, Theorem 3.10 alson
showed that if a s 1, then c is the multiplicity of O and D is ann
eventually periodic function of n.
In general, to determine the Hilbert]Kunz function of a ring is a hard
problem. However, there are already some results for some classes of
w xspecial rings, for example, 1, 4, 5, 7]11 .
While
s
d d1 i< <O s Zr p X , . . . , X r X y X , . 1 s 1 i /is2
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w x sy2  j. . jnKunz 10 showed that c is rational and D s  D n p with eachn js0
D j. eventually periodic.
w xIn 8 , Han and Monsky showed that if
d d1 t< <O s Zr p X , . . . , X r X q ??? qX .  .1 t 1 t
with d G 1, then c is rational and D is periodic for sufficiently large ni n
while p s 2 or t F 3. If p ) 2 and t ) 3, they also proved that there are
integers l and m, m G 1, 0 F l F p ty3.m such that D s lD for n 4 0nqm n
w x w x8, Theorem 5.7 . In 4 , Conca determined the Hilbert]Kunz functions of
w xO [ F X , . . . , X rI where I is a monomial ideal or a principal ideal1 s
 wgenerated by a homogeneous binomial form cf. 4, Theorem 2.1, Theorem
x.3.1 .
In this article, by making use of the representation ring developed by
wHan and Monsky, we can generalize the results in 8, Theorem 5.7; 4,
xTheorem 2.1 . Our main result is as follows:
THEOREM 1.1. Let F be a field of characteristic p ) 0; let
ditm i
f [ X 1 .  i , j /js1is1
where t G t G ??? G t G 2 ) t s t s ??? s t s 1. Let a [1 2 s sq1 sq2 m
 m .  4  . t y 1, S [ 1, . . . , s , t [ y1 q  t y 2 . For each A ; S, de-is1 i ig S i
fine
n A [ t y 2 .  . i
igA
 .if A / B, and n B [ 0. Then the Hilbert]Kunz function of the hypersurface
f is
 .n A t
ann ¬ cp q D n q D n , .  .  A , j j
A;S js0 js0
 .  .where c is a rational number. For the terms D n and D n , we can findA, j j
positi¨ e integers v and l 's such thatA
D n q v s l p jvD n .  .A , j A A , j
for n 4 0 and
D n q v s f n D n , .  .  .j j j
 . jv  .where f n ª p if n ª `. If p s 2, we ha¨e D n s 0 if n 4 0.j j
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Furthermore, the integers l ha¨e the following properties:A
 . < < vmq < A <y3. < <1 For odd p, if m q A G 3 then l F p , and if m q AA
- 3 then l F 1.A
 . v < A <y1.2 For p s 2, then l s 2 if A / B, and l F 1.A B
 .By combining Theorem 1.1 and Eq. 21 , we can also obtain the
Hilbert]Kunz functions of all hypersurfaces of the form
tm i
di , jf [ X 2 .  i , j
js1is1
for d G 1. Actually, if we take t G t G ??? G t G 2 ) t si, j 1 2 s sq1
 m .  4t s ??? s t s 1, a [  t y 1, S [ 1, . . . , s and t [ y1 qsq2 m is1 i
 . t y 2 , we will have the following similar result:ig S i
COROLLARY 1. The Hilbert]Kunz function for the hypersurface f defined
 .in Eq. 2 is
 .n9 A t
ann ¬ cp q D n q D n , 3 .  .  .  A , j j
A;S js0 js0
where c is rational and
m
< <n9 A [ t y 1 y A . .  . i
is1
The functions D 's and D 's ha¨e the same properties as those in Theo-A, j j
rem 1.1.
2. REPRESENTATION RING AND
MULTIPLICATION FORMULAE
w xThere is a useful tool called the representation ring presented in 8 . Let
w xF be a field. An F-object is a finitely generated F T -module on which T
acts nilpotently. Let M and N be two F-objects. Then M [ N and
 .  .M m N are also F-objects with T m [ n [ Tm [ Tn and T m m n [F
 .  . X  .Tm m n q m m Tn . Let G be the set of ordered pairs M, N of twoF
F-objects. In GX we define the following equivalence relation:F
M , N ; M , N .  .1 1 2 2
w xm M [ N is isomorphic to M [ N as F T -modules.1 2 2 1
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w .xThe equivalence class M, N , denoted by M y N, is called the formal
difference of M and N. Let G be the set of the formal differences ofF
F-objects. In G we define two binary operations:F
M y N q M y N [ M [ M y N [ N , .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
M y N ? M y N [ M m M [ N m N .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 F 2 1 F 2
y M m N [ N m M . .  . .1 F 2 1 F 2
 .Then G , q, ? is a commutative ring, which is called the representationF
 w x.ring cf. 8 . We call the multiplication defined here the Han]Monsky
multiplication. We will define another multiplication at the end of this
section. Note that we can decompose any F-object into a direct sum of
w x  i.F T r T 's. Let
w x id [ F T r T y 0. .i
 .  4`Then G , q is a free Z-module with basis d . We have a map fromF i is1
the set of F-objects into G ,F
c : M ¬ M y 0
 .  .  .  .  .  .with c M [ N s c M q c N and c M m N s c M ? c N .
Throughout this article, F will always denote a field of characteristic
p ) 0, and q a power of p. Here we define a Z-homomorphism D :F
w w x  k .xakG ¬ Z as follows: For any F-objects M and N, if M , [ F T r TF k G1
w w x  k .xbkand N , [ F T r T , thenk G1
D M y N [ a y b , .  .F k k
kG1
and
dim M y N [ k a y b . .  .F k k
kG1
It is easy to see that
D d d s min i , j . . .F i j
w xFor convenience, as in 8 , we take another basis for the free Z-module G:
d if i s 0,1
l [i i y1 d y d if i G 1. .  .iq1 i
w xWe find some formulae in 8, 3 to decompose d d into the sum of d .m n i
w xOne can also refer to 2 . Here we list some of them.
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w xPROPOSITION 2.1 8, Lemma 3.3, Theorem 3.4 . Let 0 F s F q, 1 F i -
p. We ha¨e
d d s sd , 4 .i q s iq
d d s s y 1 d q d , 5 .  .i qq1 s iq iqqs
d d s s y 1 d q d , 6 .  .i qy1 s iq iqys
and, for 0 F s - q, we ha¨e
l l s l , 7 .i q s iqqs
l l s l . 8 .i qy1 s iqy1ys
 .  .By Eq. 4 ]Eq. 8 , the following formulae are immediate.
For s - q, i G 1,
sy1 l d s d , 9 .  .s iq iq
iqy1 l d q d s d , 10 .  .i q s iq iqqs
iqy1y1 l d y d s yd . 11 .  .i qy1 s iq iqys
 .  .Note here that Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 are also valid when s s q.
Let
0 if i - 0,H i [ .  1 if i G 0.
We have
w xPROPOSITION 2.2 3, Proposition 3.3 . If 1 F i, j F p, then
d d s d q d q ??? qd q i q j y p H i q j y p d , 12 .  .  .i j  < iyj <q1.  < iyj <q3. b p
 .where b s min i q j y 1, 2 p y 1 y i y j .
w xPROPOSITION 2.3 3, Proposition 3.4 . If 1 F i, j F p and d d si j
 p ¨ d then d d s q p ¨ d for all q s 1, p, p2, . . . .ks1 k k iq jq ks1 k k q
 .By Eq. 12 and Proposition 2.3, we immediately have
d di q jq
s q d q d q ??? qd q i q j y p H i q j y p d . .  . . < iyj <q1.q  < iyj <q3.q b q p q
13 .
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w xPROPOSITION 2.4 3, Proposition 3.5 . For 0 F i F p y 1, 1 F j F p, we
ha¨e
iqy1 l d s H j y i d y d q ??? " d .  .i q jq < iyj < q  < iyj <q1.q cq
q H i q j y p d , 14 .  .p q
 .where c [ min i q j, 2 p y 1 y i y j .
w xPROPOSITION 2.5 3, Proposition 3.6 . For 0 F i, j F p y 1, we ha¨e
c9 c9
l l s l q l , 15 . i q jq  < iyj <q2 k .q  < iyj <q2 k .qy1
ks0 ks1
 .where c9 [ min i, j, p y 1 y i, p y 1 y j .
Let 0 F b F p y 1, andk
t
L [ l . b qk
ks1
w xPROPOSITION 2.6 3, Proposition 4.1 . Let p be an odd prime, and
q s 1, p, p2, . . . . We ha¨e
L s u l q u l q u l q u l q ???0 0 2 py1 2 qy1 2 p 2 q 4 py1 4 qy1
q u l q u l py1. py1  py1.qy1  py1. p  py1.q
if  b is e¨en, andk k
L s u l q u l q u l q u l q ???py1 qy1 p q 3 py1 3qy1 3 p 3q
q u l q u 2 l py2. p  py2.q p y1 p qy1
if  b is odd. Here the u 's are non-negati¨ e integers.k k i
There are some properties about the coefficients u .i
w xPROPOSITION 2.7 3, Proposition 4.2 . While t G 2 we ha¨e
u F pty2i
for all i.
w xPROPOSITION 2.8 3, Corollary to Proposition 4.2 . If t G 3 and i g
 2 2 40, p y 1, p y p, p y 1 , we ha¨e
u F pty3.i
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While p s 2, we have l l s l , l l s l and l l s l , thus we0 0 0 q q 0 q 0 q
have the following simple formulae:
w xPROPOSITION 2.9 3, Proposition 4.3 . Let p s 2. Then
L s l0
if  b is e¨en, andk k
L s lq
if  b is odd.k k
For a prime power q and l G 1, define
qy1
l ll lD q [ d q y2 j q j q 1 q j y 1 d , .  .  .q qyj
js1
 .py1 qG q [ y1 l q l q l q ??? ql ; .  .  py1.q  py1.qy1  py3.q 0
 .py1 q0G q [ y1 l y l q l y ??? ql .  .  py1.q  py2.q  py3.q 0
if q is odd and
G0 q [ l q l .  .q 0
if q is even.
If q / 1, we define E to be the additive subgroup generated by the l ,q n
 .n ' 0 or y1 mod 2 q and O to be the additive subgroup generated byq
 .  w x.the l , n ' q or q y 1 mod 2 q cf. 8, Definition 3.12 .n
w xPROPOSITION 2.10 8, Theorem 3.15 . If r is e¨en, l ? E ; E andr q q q
l ? O ; O . If r is odd, l ? E ; O and l ? O ; E .r q q q r q q q r q q q
w xPROPOSITION 2.11 8, Corollary 3.16 . E ? E ; E , E ? O ; O andq q q q q q
O ? O ; E .q q q
Let
A [ u l q u l q u l q u l q u l0 0 py1 qy1 p q 2 py1 2 qy1 2 p 2 q
q ??? qu 2 l q u 2 l ,p yp p qyq p y1 p qy1
where u g Z and definei
2 2u up yp p y1W A [ . .q u upy1 0
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For an element K s qy1 u l in G where u g Z, we defineis0 i i F i
T K [ u . .q qy1
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let i, j F q. Then
qy1T d d s y1 H i q j y q i q j y q . .  .  . .q i j
q  .Proof. Let d d s  u d . By Eq. 6 , we havei j ks1 k k
q
qy1 qy1
d d y d s d d y1 l s u d y1 l .  . . i q qyj i j qy1 k k qy1
ks1
q




id y d d s u d y u d s min i , j d y u d .  q i qyj k q k qyk q k qyk
ks1 ks1 ks1
q  .  .  .qy1  .because  u s D d d s min i, j . Then y1 T d d s i yks1 k F i j q i qyj
 .min i, j and the proposition follows. Q.E.D.
By Proposition 2.12, it is easy to verify the following lemma:
LEMMA 2.1.
q q
ll lD u d D q s u q y q y i , .  . F i i i / /
is1 is1
q q
l lT u d D q s u i . . q i i i / /
is1 is1
By this lemma, we have
q q q
2 2D u d D q q T u d D q s 2 q iu . 16 .  .  .  F i i q i i i /  / /  /
is1 is1 is1
0 .m  .mIf p is odd, we have some important relations between G q and G q .
Let
m0 m. m.G q s E y O , .
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where Em. g E and Om. g O . We haveq q
PROPOSITION 2.13.
m m. m.G q s E q l O . 17 .  .qy1
Proof. It's easy for m s 1. For m ) 1, we have
m
m myi im m0 1. 1. 1. 1.G q s E y O s E yO . .  .  .  .  /i
is0
Hence
my 2 i 2 imm. 1. 1.E s E O , .  .  /2 i
i
my 2 iy1 2 iq1mm. 1. 1.O s E O . .  .  /2 i q 1
i
On the other hand, we have
mm myiim m1. 1. 1. 1.G q s E q l O s E l O . .  . .  .qy1 qy1 /i
is0
Applying l2 s l , we then haveqy1 0
my 2 i 2 im m 1. 1.G q s E O .  .  .  /2 i
i
my 2 iy1 2 iq1m 1. 1.q l E O . .  .qy1  /2 i q 1
i
Q.E.D.
For b - p, we havek
b 0 0ky1 l G 1 s G 1 . .  .  .bk
It follows that
py1
2 i0 0 0G 1 s y1 l G 1 s pG 1 .  .  .  . i
is0
and
mb 0 my1 0ky1 l G 1 s p G 1 . .  .  . bk
k
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Thus, if we write
mb q 0ky1 l G q s u l q u l q u l q ??? , .  . b q 0 0 py1 qy1 p qk
k
we will have
u q u s pmy 1 ,i p  iq1. py1
w  .bk q x 0 .m.and then W  y1 l G q is of the formq k b qk
my 1
2 2u p y up yp p yp
.
my 1p y u u0 0
By noting that
b q 0ky1 l G q s l q 0l q ) l q ) l .  .b q 0 qy1 q 2 qy1k
q ??? ql q 0l py1.q p qy1
and that
b qy1 0ky1 l G q s 0l y l q ) l q ??? q0l y l , .  .b qy1 0 qy1 q  py1.q p qy1k
we have u s u and then0  py1. p
my 1u p y um 0 0b q 0kW y1 l G q s . 18 .  .  .q b q my1k / p y u uk 0 0
On the other hand, by comparing
mb q b q m. m.k ky1 l G q s y1 l E q l O .  .  .  . b q b q qy1k k
k k
with
mb q b q0 m. m.k ky1 l G q s y1 l E y O , .  .  .  . b q b qk k
k k
we have either
my 12u y p 0m 0b qkW y1 l G q s .  .q b q my1k / 0 2u y pk 0
or
my 10 p y 2um 0b qkW y1 l G q s . .  .q b q my1k / p y 2u 0k 0
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Then we get the following propositions:
PROPOSITION 2.14. If p is odd, the eigen¨alues of
t
mb q 0kW y1 l G q .  .q b qk /ks1
my 1 w t  .bk q x  .m.are p and the positi¨ e eigen¨alue j of W  y1 l G q .q ks1 b qk
Moreo¨er, j F ptq2 my3 if t q 2m G 3. If p s 2, q / 1, and m G 1, we ha¨e
 t  .bk q . 0 .m my1 . y1 l G q s 2 l q l .ks1 b q 0 qk
If p is odd, the proposition can be proved by Proposition 2.8, and by the
 . 2fact that G q s l . The case of p s 2 is easy. py1.qr2
Another Multiplication in G . Now we introduce another ``multiplica-F
tion'' in representation rings. If M and N are two F-objects, on M m NF
we define the T-action to be m m n ¬ Tm m Tn. Then M m N is anF
F-object. We denote the corresponding multiplication in G to be ( andF
 .call this multiplication the circle product. It's easy to see that G , q, (F
forms a commutative ring without identity. Actually, if i F j, we have the
 .following multiplication formula in G , q, ( :F
d (d s 2 d q d q ??? qd q j y i q 1 d . .  .i j 1 2 iy1 i
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Fix n. Let
w x p n p nM [ F X , Y r X , Y .d , di j
and
w x p nM [ F X r X .di
w x  .be F T -modules such that the T-action on M resp. M is multiplica-d , d di j id i d j  di. ntion by X Y resp. X . If p s d a q r where 0 F r - d and d F d ,i i i i i 1 2
then by the theory of modules and some simple calculations, we have
aic M s d d q r y1 l . 19 .  . .d i a i ai i i
For M , we may letd , d1 2
a q12




dim M rT jM .F d , d d , d1 2 1 2
s u q 2u q 3u q ??? qju q ju q ??? qju1 2 3 j jq1 a q12
2
2 n ns p y p y jd . i
is1
for j F a , and2
a q12
2 niu s p . i
is1
From this, we can evaluate u 's. The results arej
2 2 2
n n nu s y2 p y jd q p y j y 1 d q p y j q 1 d .  . .  .  .  j i i i
is1 is1 is1
s 2 d d1 2
for 1 F j F a y 1;2
2 2
n nu s y2 p y a d q p y a y 1 d . . a 2 i 2 i2
is1 is1
s pn y a d d y r q d d y r , .  . .2 1 2 2 1 2 2
and
2
n nu s p y a d s p y a d r . .  .a q1 2 i 2 1 22
is1
Thus we have
c M s d d 2d q 2d q ??? q2d q d .  .d , d 1 2 1 2 a y1 a1 2 2 2
r 2d d2 1 1a2 nq 2 d r d q y1 l q p 1 y c M . 20 .  . .1 2 a a d2 2 2 /d d2 2
 .  .By Eq. 19 and Eq. 20 , we get
d d1 1nc M s c M q p 1 y c M , .  .  .d , d d , d d1 2 2 2 2 /d d2 2
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i.e.,
d d1 1nc M (c M s c M (c M q p 1 y c M , 21 . .  .  .  .  .d d d d d1 2 2 2 2 /d d2 2
if d F d .1 2
From now on, we will always take the multiplication in G to be theF
w xHan]Monsky multiplication if we do not specify it. Consider the F T -
module
npN [ F X ¬ j s 1, . . . , t r X ¬ j s 1, . . . , t .i i , j i i , j i
such that the T-action on N is multiplication by  t i X di, j. Then by thei js1 i, j
definition of the circle product, we have
c N s c M (c M ( ??? (c M . .  .  .  .i d d d , ti , 1 i , 2 i i
 .Take d [ d G d G ??? G d . By Eq. 21 , we havei i, 1 i, 2 i, t i
 .  .( t ( t y1 ( t y2i i in 2 nc N s x c M q p x c M q p x c M .  .  .  .i i , 0 d i , 1 d i , 2 di i i
q ??? qp t iy1 .n x c M , .i , t y1 di i
 .( mwhere the x 's are rational functions of d , d , . . . , d and c Mi, j i, 1 i, 2 i, t di i
 .means the mth power of c M with respect to the circle product. Nowdi
 m  ..we have to evaluate D  c N , i.e., the D value ofF is1 i F
m
 .  .( t ( t y1 ( t y2i i in 2 nx c M q p x c M q p x c M .  .  . i , 0 d i , 1 d i , 2 di i i
is1
 t y1.niq ??? qp x c M . 22 . .i , t y1 di i
We consider firstly the case of d s d s ??? s d . Let d [ d .i, 1 i, 2 i, t i i, ji
For a fixed n, take pn s d a q r where 0 F r - d . One may findi i i i i
a tit tii ic N s r y1 l q r q d y r d .  .  .i i a i i i ai i
a y1i
tt iiw xq y2 r q jd q r q j q 1 d . i i i i
js1
t iq r q j y 1 d d 23 .  .5i i a yji
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by a similar process as above. Write 1rd into p-adic form:i
1
y1 y2s b 0 q b 1 p q b 2 p q ??? . .  .  .i i idi
For fixed n, let pn [ a d q r with 0 F r - d . Theni i i i i
a s b 0 pn q b 1 pny1 q b 2 pny2 q ??? qb n . .  .  .  .i i i i i
For any m F n, define
c n , m [ b m pnym q b m q 1 pnymy1 q ??? qb n , .  .  .  .i i i i
x tt tii iK x [ r y1 l q r q d y r d .  .  .i i x i i i x
xy1
tt iiw xq y2 r q jd q r q j q 1 d . i i i i
js1
t iq r q j y 1 d d . . 5i i xyj
For 1 F l F t , q [ pnym, definei
 .b mit lil t yl miL m , q [ d p mod d q k y 1 d .  . .i i i i /l ks1
  . .b m yk qi= y1 l , . b  m .yk .qi
 .where the symbol a mod b denotes the remainder of a divided by b. Let
e be a positive integer, 1 F l F e y 1, and q any power of p. Define
py1
 .e py1yk ql lG q [ k y1 l . .  .e  py1yk .q /l
ks1
 .  .By Eq. 5 through Eq. 11 , one can easily check that
ey1
e 0 e l l eylD pq s G q D q q G q q D q 24 .  .  .  .  .  . e
ls1
and that
 .b m qiK b m q q c n , m q 1 s y1 l K c n , m q 1 .  .  .  . .  .i i i b  m .q i ii
t y1i
l l t yliq L m , q q D q . 25 .  .  . i
ls0
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 4Let I [ 0*, 0, 1, 2, . . . , t y 1 , I [ I = I = ??? = I . For conve-i i 1 2 m
 .nience, we define 0* - i for all i / 0*. We say that s s s , . . . , s $ n1 m ]
 .s n , . . . , n if s F n for all i. We denote s $ n if s $ n and s / n .1 m i i ]
Such an order in I can be extended to a linear order - in the following
way. Let
 4  4S j [ i: s s j : 1, 2, . . . , m . .s i
 .  .  . <  . < <  . <  .1 If S 0* / S 0* , and S 0* ) S 0* then s - n . If S 0*s n s n s
 . <  . < <  . </ S 0* and S 0* s S 0* then s - n according to the lexicographicn s n
 .  .  w x.  .  .order of S 0* and S 0* cf. 6 ; e.g., 0*, 2, 1, 0*, 3 - 1, 0, 0*, 4, 2 ands n
 .  .3, 1, 0*, 2, 0* - 1, 2, 1, 0*, 0* .
 .  .  . <  . < <  . <2 If S j s S j for all j - i and S i ) S i then s - n . Ifs n s n
 .  .  .  . <  . < <  . <S j s S j for all j - i and S i / S i and S i s S i thens n s n s n
 .  .s - n according to the lexicographic order of S i and S i ; e.g.,s n
 .  .  .  .2, 0*, 0, 1, 0 - 1, 0*, 0, 1, 1 and 0, 0*, 1, 2, 0 - 0, 0*, 2, 1, 0 .
It's easy to see that s - n if s $ n . Let
v n , m [ K c n , m .  . .i , 0* i i
and
l t yliv n , m [ pq D pq .  .  .i , l
for 0 F l F t y 1. Leti
m
v n , m [ v n , m , .  .s i , s i
is1
0 if s s 0*, . . . , 0* , .
< <s [   s if otherwises / 0* ii
 .for all s [ s , . . . , s g I. For example, if m s 5, t s t s ??? s t s 41 m 1 2 5
 .and s [ 1, 0*, 0, 3, 2 g I, then
t y1 t1 3v n , m [ pqD pq K c n , m D pq .  .  .  . .s 2 2
3 2t y3 t y24 5= pq D pq pq D pq . .  .  .  .
Now to evaluate the Hilbert]Kunz function of the hypersurface defined by
 .1 , we have to evaluate
m
D K c n , 0 s D v n , 0 .  . .  .F i i F s /is1
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 .for s s 0*, 0*, . . . , 0* . We will give a recursive algorithm to evaluate it.
 .In general, we fix some s s s , . . . , s g I and some non-negative1 m
 .  .  .  .integer m F n. Let b [ b m , c [ c n, m q 1 . By Eq. 24 and Eq. 25 ,i i i i
we have
v n , m .s
m
s v n , m . i , s i
is1
s i t ysi is K b q q c pq D pq .  .  . i i i
s s0* s /0*i i
t y1i
b q l l t yli is y1 l K c q q L m , q D q .  .  .  . b q i i ii
s s0* ls0i
s i 0 t ysi i= pq G q D q .  .  .
s /0*i
t ys y1i i
l l t ys yli iq q G q D q .  . t ysi i
ls1
t y1i
b q l l t yli is y1 l K c q q L m , q D q .  .  .  . b q i i ii
s s0* ls0i
s 0 s t ysi i i i= p G q q D q .  .
s /0*i
t y1i
s lys l t yli i iq p G q q D q . .  . t ysi i
lss q1i
 .  .There will be  t q 1  t y s terms when we multiply outs s0* i s / 0* i ii i
the above equation. Let
b q ni iA n , m [ y1 l L m , q .  .  . s , n b q ii
n ss s0* s s0*, n /0*i i i i
= ps iG0 q ps iGn iys i q , .  .  t ysi i
n ss /0* s /0*, n /si i i i i
 .if s $ n and A n, m [ 0 otherwise. Thens , n]
v n , m s A n , m v n , m q 1 . .  .  .s s , n n
ngI
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Let
G
X n , m [ A n , m v n , m q 1 , .  .  .s s , n n
n
where the sum takes over all n with some n s t y 1. By noting thati i
tt im ti id K c s r q d c d s p mod d q d , .  .  .q i i i i i q i q
d qlDtiyl q s qtiylq ld s qtid .q q q
 .  .and by Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 , we have
G
X n , m .s
t i< s < <n <y1 t mis A n , m p q q p mod d .  . . s , n i
n s0*n i
p
a < s <s q p ¨ m d , . . s , j jq
js1
 m .  .  . mwhere a [  t y 1 and ¨ m 's are functions of b m and pis1 i s , j i
mod d , thus are eventually periodic functions of m. Leti
p
< s <G n , m [ p ¨ m d . .  .s s , j jq
js1
Then
v n , m .s
ti
b qa t yl t yl l ii is q G n , m q q L m , q D q q y1 l K c .  .  .  .  . s i b q i ii
s s0* ls2i
t ys y1i i
< s < t ys yl t yl l 0 s t ysi i i i i i=p G q q D q qG q q D q . .  .  .  .  t ysi i
s /0* ls2i
Multiplying out the product of the above equation, we have
av n , m s A n , m v n , m q 1 q q G n , m , .  .  .  .s s , n n s
ngJ
 4where J [ s g I: s / t y 1, for all i .i i
 .  . w  .xArrange v n, m into a column vector v n, m [ v n, m in thes s s g J
 .  .linear order defined above in such a way that v n, m comes after v n, mn s
 .if n ) s . It's easy to see that the corresponding matrix A n, m [
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w  .x  .A n, m is an upper triangular matrix in the matrix ring M G .s , n s , n g J < J < F
 . w  .xWe can also create the column vector G n, m s G n, m by thes s g J
same way. Then we get the recursive formula
v n , m s A n , m v n , m q 1 q panym .G n , m . .  .  .  .
 .Note that A n, m g E q O . Lets , n q q
ÄA m [ W A n , m , .  . .s , n q s , n
T v n , m . .p q s
v n , m [ , .Äs D v n , m . .F s
T G n , m . .p q sÄG m [ . .s D G n , m . .F s
 .  .Then by Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 , we have
Ä anym .Äv n , m s A m v n , m q 1 q p G m , .  .  .  .Ä Ä
Ä Ä .  . < <  .  < <.  < <.where v n, m and G m are 2 J = 1 matrices and A m is a 2 J = 2 JÄ
Ä Ä .  .matrix over Z. Moreover, A m and G m are eventually periodic as
Ä Ä .  .functions of m. We may find integers r and v such that A m and G m
are periodic for m ) r with a common multiple v of their periods. For
 .  .  .  .large n, there exist t n and k n such that n s r q 1 q vt n q k n
 .where 0 F k n - v.
 .Because A n, m is an upper triangular matrix, the set of eigenvalues of
Ä Ä .  .A m is the union of the sets of eigenvalues of A m for s g J.s , s
Consider
b q< s < 0 iA n , m s p G q y1 l . .  .  . s , s b qi
s /0* s s0*i i
 .For odd p, by Proposition 2.14, if s / 0*, . . . , 0* , the eigenvalues of
Ä  .A m ares , s
j m [ p < s <j S 0* , m 26 .  .  . .s s
wy1qs / 0*s iq1 .x   . .iand p , where j S 0* , m is the positive eigenvalue ofs
 .b m qiW y1 l G q . 27 .  .  . q b  m .qi /
s s0* s /0*i i
Let
1 1Q [ .2 1 y1
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We have
wy1q s q1.xs / 0* iip 0y1ÄQ A m Q s .2 s , s 2 0 j m .s
Ä .  .  .for all s / 0*, . . . , 0* . For s s 0*, . . . , 0* , the A m 's are eithers , s
0 )w xdiagonal or of the form .) 0
0 0 1 0Ä  . w x w xFor p s 2, by Proposition 2.14, we have A m s or ifs , s 0 1 0 0
y1q s q1. 1 0s / 0* iÄ .  . w x  .is s 0*, . . . , 0* , and A m s 2 if s / 0*, . . . , 0* .s , s 0 1
Ä .Thus, all the absolute values of the eigenvalues of A m will be less than
a Ä avp and then all the eigenvalues of B will never be p . The following
matrices can be well-defined:
Ä ÄC [ A 0 ??? A r , .  .
ar Ä a ry1.Ä Ä Ä Ä Äb [ p G 0 q p A 0 G 1 q ??? qA 0 ??? A r y 1 G r , .  .  .  .  .  .
Ä Ä ÄB [ A r q 1 ??? A r q v , .  .
avy1.Ä avy2.Ä Äv [ r G r q 1 q p A r q 1 G r q 2 q ??? .  .  .
Ä Ä Ä Äq A r q 1 A r q 2 ??? A r q v y 1 G r q v , .  .  .  .
y1a av Äu [ p p I y B v, .
z [ pya rq1.Cu q pya r b,
and
F n [ v n , n y k n y pak n.u. .  . .Ä
Then
Ät n. anv n , 0 s C ? B F n q p z. .  .Ä
One can easily check that
y1av avÄF n s p I y B p v n , n y k n y v n , n y k n y v . .  .  . .  .Ä Ä .
Now suppose that p is odd and that s s t y 2 for some i. We willi i
 .  .show that the s-component of F n , denoted by F n , is a scalars
1w xmultiple of . Lety1
pq





t y2 2iv n , m s u d pq D pq , .  .  .s k k /
ks1
 .and by Eq. 16 , we have
pq
t y1iT v n , m q D v n , m s 2 pq ku . .  .  . .  . p q s F s k
ks1
On the other hand,
pq
ku s dim v n , m s dim v n , m , .  .    .k F j , s F j , s /j j
j/i j/iks1
tt jjdim v n , m s dim K c n , m s pq pq mod d .  .  .  . . . .F j , s F j j jj
if s s 0*;j
s tj t ys jj jdim v n , m s dim pq D pq s pq .  .  .  . . .F j , s Fj
if s / 0*. Hencej
m t .y1q t jjs1 jT v n , m q D v n , m s 2 pq pq mod d , .  .  . .  .  .p q s F s j
s s0*j
where q [ pnym. Then
pav v n , n y k n y v n , n y k n y v .  . .  .Ä Äs s
k n.q 1T v n , n y k n . . .p savs p
D v n , n y k n . . .F s
k n.q vq1T v n , n y k n y v . . .p sy .
D v n , n y k n y v . . .F s
Because p m mod d s p mqv mod d for m 4 0, we havei i
pav v n , n y k n y v n , n y k n y v .  . .  .Ä Äs s
av
k n.q 1s p T v n , n y k n . . .p s
1
k n.q vq1yT v n , n y k n y v . . . .p s y1
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Let
w [ pav v n , n y k n y v n , n y k n y v . .  . .  .Ä Ä
Then the s-component of w is
av Äw s p F n y B F n , .  .s s s , n n
n%s]
and
Ä Ä ÄB s A r q 1 A r q 2 .  . .  .  .s , z 1 z 1 , z 2s , n
Ä Ä= A r q 3 ??? A r q v , .  . .  .  .z 2 , z 3 z vy1 , n
 .  .where the sum is taken over all z i g J such that n % z v y 1 %] ]
 .  .z v y 2 % ??? % z 1 % s . Because s s t y 2 for some i, we havei i] ] ]
 . 0 .z s t y 2 for all z % s . Thus all A n, m have the factor G q ,i i z  i., z  j.]
 .and then by Eq. 18 , we have
u yu0 py1W A n , m s .  .  . .z i , z jq yu upy1 0
Äfor some non-negative integers u 's. Then B is also of the form asi s , n
 .above. We now prove by induction on s that F n is also a scalars
1w xmultiple of . If s is the maximal element in J, theny1
av Ä av Äw s p F n y B F n s p F n y B F n . .  .  .  .s s s , n n s s , s s
n% s]
1 1 . w x  . w xSuppose that F n is not a scalar multiple of . Then F n s u qs sy1 1
1 1 Äw x w x¨ for some u / 0. Because u is an eigenvector of B with respects , sy1 1
y1q  t y1. 1t G 2 i w xito the eigenvalue p , the -component of w is not zero. Thiss1
1w xis contrary to the fact that w is a scalar multiple of .s y1
For a general s with some s s t y 2, we havei i
av Äw s p F n y B F n . .  .s s s , n n
n% s]
1 . w xBy inductive hypothesis, the vector F n is a scalar multiple of for alln y1
Ä  .  .n % s , so is  B F n . Suppose that F n is not a scalar multiplen % s s , n n s
1w xof . Then by a similar discussion as above, one can easily see that w issy1
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1w xnot a scalar multiple of , either. We then get a contradiction and thusy1
1 . w xF n is a scalar multiple of . In this case, the eigenvalues y1
y1qs / 0*s iq1 .  .ip will not involve in any entry of v n, 0 .Ä
 .Let Q [ diag I , Q , Q , . . . , Q . We can, by doubling the integer v if2 2 2 2
y1 Änecessary, make the matrix Q BQ upper triangular. We will give some
Ädiscussions on the diagonalizability of B.
 4  4Let A [ i: s / 0* ; S [ 1, . . . , s . Consider firstly for the cases i
 .that p is odd. If s / 0*, . . . , 0* , let
v
j [ j r q m . .s s
ms1
 .By 26 , we have
v
v < s <j s p j S 0* , r q m . . .s s
ms1
v   . .Let l s  j S 0* , r q m . Then, we haveA ms1 ss
vwy1q s q1.xs / 0* iip 0y1 ÄQ B Q s .2 s , s 2 0 js
 .If s s 0*, . . . , 0* , it is easy to see that only one of the eigenvalues of
Ä  .B is involved in the second component of v n, 0 , and we take thisÄs , s
eigenvalue to be l . We are going to prove that l - l if B / A ; B andB A B
that l - l if moreover l / 1. Without loss of generality, one mayB A B
 4  4  .assume that A [ 1, . . . , j and that B [ 1, . . . , j q 1 . By 27 , we com-
pare the following two elements in the representation ring:
m




jq1L [ G q l . . B b qi
isjq2
Write
¡u l m q u m l q u m l q ??? .  .  .0 0 1 2 qy1 2 2 qm
j ~G q l s 28 .  .or b qi
isjq2 ¢u m l q u m l q u m l q ??? . .  .  .0 qy1 1 q 2 3qy1
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Then
L s l u m l q u m l q u m l q ??? .  .  .A b q 0 0 1 2 qy1 2 2 qjq 1
s u m l q ??? qu m l .  .b 0 py1yb p qy1jq 1 jq1
or
L s l u m l q u m l q u m l q ??? .  .  .A b q 0 qy1 1 q 2 3qy1jq 1
s u m l q ??? qu m l , .  .b qy1 py1yb  py1.qjq 1 jq1
and
L s u m l q u m l q u m l q ??? G q .  .  .  .B 0 0 1 2 qy1 2 2 q
py1 py1
s u m l q ) l q ??? q u m l .  . i 0 2 qy1 i p qy1
is0 is0
or
L s u m l q u m l q u m l q ??? G q .  .  .  .B 0 qy1 1 q 2 3qy1
py1 py1
s u m l q ) l q ??? q u m l . .  . i qy1 q i  py1.q
is0 is0
 .In either case, u m G 0 for all i. Thus  u G u , and we have l F l . Ifi i i i A B
 4 <  . 4 <for some m g r q 1, . . . , r q v , i: i s 0, 1, . . . , p y 1, u m / 0 G 2,i
 .  .then the nonzero entries in W L must be larger than those in W L ,q B q A
 .and we will have l - l . Note that if j ) 0, i.e., A / B, then u m / 0A B i
for i s 0, . . . , p y 1, thus, we have l - l . If l ) 1, there must be atA B A
 .  4least two i's such that u m / 0 for some m g r q 1, r q 2, . . . , r q v ,i
then l - l .A B
ÄThus, the only possible Jordan blocks of B that are not diagonal are
those which correspond to the eigenvalues of powers of p. If none of these
v Äl is a power of p , then it is clear that B can be diagonalized, and thenAs
 . jvthe f n in Theorem 1.1 is p when n ) r.j
ÄFor the case of p s 2, the diagonalizability of B is simple. The only
thing we have to consider is the diagonalizability of the block
Ä ÄA As , s s , n
Ä0 An , n
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 .  .for s s 0*, . . . , 0*, 0* and n s 0*, . . . , 0*, 0 . We have
n ml l l L m , q .A A jq b q jq ms , s s , n ms ,
0 A 0 l q ln , n 0 q
 my 1 . n m .where j s  b mod 2. If b s 0, we have L m, q s 0. In thisis1 i m m
case,
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Ä ÄA As , s s , n 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0s or .
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0Ä0 An , n
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
n m .If b s 1, we have l L m, q s ) l . In this case,m jq m jq
1 0 0 0 0 0 ) 0Ä ÄA As , s s , n 0 0 0 ) 0 1 0 0s or .
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0Ä0 An , n
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
It is easy to see that the products of the above four matrices are
Ädiagonalizable. Thus the corresponding block of B is diagonalizable, and
Äthen B is diagonalizable. Theorem 1.1 now can be easily proved if we
Ätransform the matrix B into its Jordan form.
 .For the proof of Corollary 1, we multiply out Eq. 22 and obtain a
 .linear combination in rational coefficients of the terms
m




w q s s t , 29 . i i
js1 is1
 m w  .( sj x.and 1 F s F t . The value D  c M is just the value of thej j F js1 d j m w si xdiHilbert]Kunz function for the hypersurface   X . By Theo-is1 js1 i, j
rem 1.1 the dominate term for this value is cpw siy1 xn for some rational
 . w n m w  .( si xnumber c and by Eq. 29 , the D -value of p  c M is domi-F is1 di
nated by cp
m
is1 t iy1 .n. By our algorithm for the evaluation of l , the setA
 4 m w si xdil corresponding to   X must be contained in that toA A is1 js1 i, j
m w t i xdi  .  X . Again, by Theorem 1.1 and Eq. 29 , one may easilyis1 js1 i, j
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 .check that the second sum in Eq. 3 is taken from j s 0 to
m m
< <j s s y 2 q t y s F t y 1 y A [ n9 A .  .  .  .  i i i i
igA is1 is1
and that the third sum is taken from j s 0 to
m
y1 q s y 2 q t y s F y1 q t y 2 [ t . .  .  .  i i i i
s G2 is1 t G2i i
This proves Corollary 1.
We now give some examples below. Some of the data is obtained by a
program written in Maple V.
 .EXAMPLE 1. Let F [ Zr 5 . By the algorithm we have listed above, we
 .4 4can obtain the Hilbert]Kunz function of the hypersurface XY q T q
U 4 q W 4. By the computer program written in Maple V, we may find that
1 0 0 0
0 3 y16 0ÄA m s , .
0 0 4 y3
0 0 y3 4
0
1852ÄG m s , .
248
1000
Ä Ä .for all m G 1. Let B [ A 1 .
1
1839v 1, 1 s . .Ä 249
1001
From these, one can find that the Hilbert]Kunz function of the hypersur-
face is
285166 145 752
4 n n nn ¬ ? 5 q ? 3 y ? 7 .
96099 311 309
 .EXAMPLE 2. Let F [ Zr 5 . We find by our algorithm that the
 .4 4 4 4Hilbert]Kunz function of the hypersurface XYZ q T q U q W is
378803300 5837 53520 4042
5n n nn ¬ ? 5 q ? 3 q y ? 35 .
125571523 1561 13277 1751
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By the program in Maple V, we may find that
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 y64 0 y48 0
0 0 4 y3 18 y12ÄA m s .
0 0 y3 4 y24 30
0 0 0 0 20 y15
0 0 0 0 y15 20
Ä Ä Ä .for all m G 1. Let B [ A 1 . Arrange the eigenvectors of B into P and one
has
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 32 y16 y144 129
0 0 1 1 3 y39P [ ,
0 0 1 y1 3 63
0 0 0 0 2 y34
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and C s I. Then one may easily find that the second component of
Ät n. anv n , 0 s C ? B F n q p z .  .Ä
is
378803300 5837 53520 4042
5n n n? 5 q ? 3 q y ? 35 .
125571523 1561 13277 1751
w xCombining the two examples above with the example presented in 8 for
the Hilbert]Kunz function of the hypersurface X 4 q T 4 q U 4 q W 4
  . 3n  . n.  .n ¬ 168r61 5 y 107r61 3 , and by Eq. 21 , one may find that the
Hilbert]Kunz function for the hypersurface
X d1Y d2 Z4 q T 4 q U 4 q W 4
is
d d 378803300 5837 53520 40421 2 5n n nn ¬ 5 q 3 q y 35
16 125571523 1561 13277 1751
d d d d 285166 145 7521 2 2 1 5n n nq 1 y q 1 y 5 q 15 y 35 /  /4 4 4 4 96099 311 309
d d 168 1071 2 5n nq 1 y 1 y 5 y 75 , /  /4 4 61 61
where d , d F 4.1 2
 .EXAMPLE 3. Let F [ Zr 7 . We obtain by our algorithm that the
 .6 6 6 6Hilbert]Kunz function of the hypersurface XYZT q U q W q S is
2050747718345259 104440051 267597
6 n n 3nn ¬ 7 q 3 y 7
429658164277013 294115 74480
312186671451 164565
n ny 7 q n7 .
878707312 2801
Ä ÄAgain by the program in Maple V, we obtain the matrices A and G as
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 y1296 0 y864 0 y216 0
0 0 4 y3 24 y16 72 y48
0 0 y3 4 y56 72 y408 504ÄA m s , .
0 0 0 0 28 y21 126 y84
0 0 0 0 y21 28 y294 378
0 0 0 0 0 0 196 y147











Ä Ä .for m G 1. The Jordan form of B s A 1 is
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 7 1 0 0 0D s .
0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 49 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 49 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 343
ÄThis is an example such that the matrix B cannot be diagonalized.
We thank Dr. Monsky who gives us another example such that the
diagonalizability also fails. When p s 19 and the hypersurface is XYZT q
U 19 q V 19 q W 19, from the computer data, we have that the Jordan form
Äof B is
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 19 1 0 0 0
D s ,0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 19 1 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 19 0
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 19
and the Hilbert]Kunz function for this hypersurface is
1901704366851459696550 65245737771
6 n 3n19 y 19
70272691919506647 371360700
2051538694880851 1404902
n nq 19 q n19 .
51092177546700 2063415
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